NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS
ROADS DEVELOPMENT MANAGMENT
OBSERVATIONS ON PLANN ING APPLICATION

Roads Contact
Planning Contact
Planning Application No.
Applicant
Proposed Development
Location
1. EXISTING ROADS –

B Ahenkan
Aisling Divin
21/01458/FUL
Drg. No.
Matthew Henvey
1.5 Storey Dwelling
8 Bowling Green Road, Chryston

1065 03

Consideration of the: General impact, Type of Connection(s) (Road Junction/ Footway
crossing), Location (s) of connection (s), Sightlines, Pedestrian Provision

a) The applicant is proposing a detached 2-bedroom dwelling house served by a private driveway from a private length of
Bowling Green Road. This proposal would result in five dwellings being taken from a private access whereas normally
only 2 dwellings should be permitted. This would require the provision of a 5.5m wide carriageway, with 2.0m wide
footways and terminate in a turning facility. Street lighting and drainage would also require to be provided. There doesn’t
appear to be any scope to provide this form of access.
b) Visibility of 2.4m x 35m from proposed vehicular access cannot be achieved in both directions along Bowling Green Road
as third party land would be required.
2. NEW ROADS -

Consideration of the: Width, Layout, Junction details (location, radii, sightlines), Turning
Facilities, Pedestrian Provision, Provision for Services

N/A
3. SERVICING AND PARKING - Consideration of the: Servicing arrangements/ driveways, Parking provision, Layout of
Parking,
a) Minimum parking provision of 2 car parking spaces should be provided for the development.
b) The driveway should be paved for the first 2m minimum behind the footway, but preferably in its entirety.
c) If the driveway slopes towards the road, suitable drainage facilities should be provided as necessary to prevent surface
water being discharged onto the Bowling Green Road.
d) Gates if required should open inwards.
RECOMMENDATION

I would recommend that this application be refused for the reasons noted in 1a), 1b) above. The
applicant should be made aware of the comments in 1b) ,3a) 3b) 3c) and 3d)

NOTES FOR INTIMATION TO APPLICANT
(i) CONSTRUCTION CONSENT (S21)* Required for all adoptable roads and footpaths
(ii) ROAD BOND (S17)*
Required if building works are to be undertaken before roads are completed.
(iii) ROAD OPENING PERMIT (S56)*
Required for any works on the public road

pp Business Manager, Environmental Design & Engineering.....................................................Date 09/11/2021

Stuart Wilson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

francesca kirkpatrick <francesca_kirkpatrick@hotmail.com>
04 October 2021 15:26
Regen & ES Planning
Planning applications ref: 21/01458/FUL

Categories:

Stuart

Hi there,
I’d like to speak with someone urgently regarding the above planning application. My property address has been
incorrectly used on this application and therefore myself and other neighbours have not been correctly notified of
the planning application which is for the plot adjacent to my house.
If someone could phone me back regarding this on 07885228654.
Thanks,
Francesca Brown
Get Outlook for iOS
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Stuart Wilson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

francesca kirkpatrick <francesca_kirkpatrick@hotmail.com>
07 October 2021 15:53
Regen & ES Planning
Re: Planning applications ref: 21/01458/FUL
thumbnail_IMG_1605.jpg; thumbnail_IMG_1604.jpg

Categories:

Stuart

Hi there,
I am unable to attach an image to my planning objection on the 'Application Comments' section of the
website, however I wanted to share with you the current view we have from our kitchen window where
you can see the small area of garden we have. The proposed new dwelling would be on the other side of
this green fence so you can see the proximity of this proposed new development to our current home. Not
only would this effect our privacy but it will also affect the natural light we get into our kitchen.
I hope you will take this into consideration as part of our objection to this planning application.
Thanks,
Francesca Brown
8 Bowling Green Road
Chyston
G69 9DT
07885228654
From: francesca kirkpatrick
Sent: 04 October 2021 15:25
To: planningenquiry@northlan.gov.uk <planningenquiry@northlan.gov.uk>
Subject: Planning applications ref: 21/01458/FUL
Hi there,
I’d like to speak with someone urgently regarding the above planning application. My property address has been
incorrectly used on this application and therefore myself and other neighbours have not been correctly notified of
the planning application which is for the plot adjacent to my house.
If someone could phone me back regarding this on 07885228654.
Thanks,
Francesca Brown
Get Outlook for iOS
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Comments for Planning Application 21/01458/FUL
Application Summary
Application Number: 21/01458/FUL
Address: 8 Bowling Green Road Chryston Glasgow North Lanarkshire G69 9DT
Proposal: 1.5 Storey Dwelling
Case Officer: Aisling Divin
Customer Details
Name: Mrs Francesca Brown
Address: 8 Bowling Green Road, Chryston, Glasgow, North Lanarkshire G69 9DT
Comment Details
Commenter Type: Neighbour
Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application
Comment Reasons:
Comment:Firstly, the address used in the planning application has been incorrectly stated as 8
Bowling Green Road which is owned by ourselves. The correct address for the application is 8A
Bowling Green Road which is the land behind our property. Due to this incorrect information on the
application, we were not made aware of the planning application, which will affect us the most due
to the proximity of the plot to ours. This could also contribute to the surrounding neighbours
confusion of the planning application given the incorrect address.
Plot 8A Bowling Green Road is a small plot of agricultural land which was previously a garden, but
was divided from the property 8 Bowling Green Road and sold by previous owners. Previous
planning applications for a similar dwelling on 8A Bowling Green Road have been rejected in
1998, 1999 and 2003. In planning terms there has been no change in circumstances that would
change the decision to now grant the planning permission.
We are rejecting this application for the following reasons:
- Planning permission has previously been refused 3 times and there has been no change since
the following previous planning applications were refused: N/03/00740/FUL , N/98/01669/FUL and
N/99/01248/FUL
- Scottish Water have advised that a public sewer passes through the application site and that this
would need to be diverted or protected. Also, that separate drainage system of foul and surface
water sewers would be required. Both of which would cause major disruption and upheaval to the
surrounding properties.
- Whilst the design of the new dwelling has aimed to reduce the possibility for overlooking our
property (8 Bowling Green Road), the design and orientation of the house is not in keeping with
the style and character of the surrounding plots. All other plots in the surrounding area are older
sandstone properties with large, mature gardens.

- Whilst the new property does not directly overlook our own property due to the style of the
windows at the front of the house, the Dorma windows at the rear of the property look directly onto
10 Bowling Green Road and the new property would also overshadow the garden of number 6
Bowling Green Road adjacent to the new dwelling. The proposed new dwelling property is
completely inappropriate in terms of size for both the plot and the area.
- The driveway of the proposed new dwelling is directly next to our only area of small garden and
would therefore be detrimental to the use of this space by ourselves and our small child. The use
of this area for a driveway will dramatically reduce the enjoyment and privacy we currently have in
our garden.
- Site traffic for the plot, should the planning application be granted, would significantly impact both
local access and the road surface which is already in disrepair. This is a private road which is not
maintained by the council and therefore the private residents would be responsible for repairing
any damage caused.
- The increase in traffic to this area would also cause huge issues as: it is a single lane; the lane is
already in a state of disrepair with deep potholes full of water, and; the lane is in an area where
vehicles already find it difficult to manoeuvre due to the blind corner and can be easily blocked if a
person was to park to visit or deliver. An additional house would only add to this issue which is
exacerbated at present with overspill parking from the Bowling Green and the number of park
activities now taking place.
Finally, should planning permission be granted for plot 8A, this would set a new precedent for the
area that could encourage other surrounding properties to also half their garden and begin to build
additional houses. This would cause gross overdevelopment in such a small, traditional area of
Chryston.

Comments for Planning Application 21/01458/FUL
Application Summary
Application Number: 21/01458/FUL
Address: 8 Bowling Green Road Chryston Glasgow North Lanarkshire G69 9DT
Proposal: 1.5 Storey Dwelling
Case Officer: Aisling Divin
Customer Details
Name: Mr Michael Pacitti
Address: 6 Bowling Green Road, Chryston, Glasgow, North Lanarkshire G69 9DT
Comment Details
Commenter Type: Neighbour
Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application
Comment Reasons:
Comment:As a property owner and neighbour I have to object to the proposed planning
permission. First of all I would like to inform you that the address on the application is not number
8. It is the land behind number 8. This caused confusion among the community. The planning
permission for this dwelling has been rejected on 4 previous applications due to the concurring
problems it would create. The access road to this proposed property which is adjacent to our
house contains deep pot holes, surface water and drainage problems due to the current traffic
issues. Any further usage would make the road conditions deteriorate further and become
unsuitable for vehicles. It is already damaging the under carriage of our car due to overuse. This
combined with the fact it closely faces a children's nursery playground make the driveway
conditions dangerous. Entrance & turning into properties of our house along with number 6 and 4
would be affected as our parking is at the rear of our property. It is a very narrow uneven lane
which vehicles need to reverse around the corner. The proposed building would inhibit natural
daylight and loss of privacy to our house and garden. Inadequate drainage to the surrounding
properties has consistently caused problems recently flooding the adjacent neighbour and bowling
club to a significant degree. The entire garden became a deep pool of raw sewage. The drains
become blocked and sewage has surfaced on surrounding properties and cannot sustain any
further housing. It would be extremely concerning for any kind of construction traffic trying to enter
this land.

Comments for Planning Application 21/01458/FUL
Application Summary
Application Number: 21/01458/FUL
Address: Land To Rear Of 8 Bowling Green Road Chryston Glasgow North Lanarkshire G69 9DT
Proposal: 1.5 Storey Dwelling
Case Officer: Aisling Divin
Customer Details
Name: Mr Michael Pacitti
Address: 6 Bowling Green Road, Chryston, Glasgow, North Lanarkshire G69 9DT
Comment Details
Commenter Type: Neighbour
Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application
Comment Reasons:
Comment:I would like to add to my previous comment.
I would like to raise the awareness of the growing of Japanese knotweed on the land of the
proposed building at 8 bowling green road G699DT. This can be transferred easily if disturbed to
surrounding areas.
Reference 21/01458/FUL
I have already objected on this proposal and just want to bring this matter to your attention.

Lee & Francesca Brown
8 Bowling Green Road
Chryston
G69 9DT
flbrown2019@gmail.com

In response to the appeal lodged against the application refusal of 21/01458/FUL we would like the
following points to be taken into account when considering this appeal:
●

●

●

●

●

The Applicants stated interpretation of Policy HCF1A is incorrect and misleading as it is not
for use with non-residential development alone. Policy HCF1A should be applied as the
Council have done in the refusal of the applicants recent application determining this
application and now should continue to reference and use to reject this appeal as
unsatisfactory.
The statement about the rear garden depth of the application is important insofar as the
application fails the guideline by over 30% which is significant in particular in this location
where most properties enjoy a quiet secluded garden area. This feature is prevalent in the
immediate area or Bowling Green Road and Park Road and if this proposal/appeal was
approved it would significantly affect the surrounding area and set a negative precedent that
such speculative development was going to be accepted by NLC. It’s important to remember
and note that NLC by refusing submissions on this piece of former garden ground have
ensured that in the area of Bowling Green Road and Park Road not one property (all of
which have substantial garden grounds) has applied for planning to “build a house in the
garden.” If this application/appeal is approved it is likely NLC will see a flood of similar
applications in this location.
In addition reducing garden depths below the minimum guideline (which exists for a reason)
does affect both adjacent property and can due to closer proximity when being used lead to
neighbour noise disputes. This situation exists more than ever due to increased garden
usage (even in winter months) during the ongoing COVID crisis, working at home and social
restriction rules which place more emphasis on meeting outdoor in private garden ground.
In this area in particular it should be noted that the applicant does not live in any adjacent
property and has no intention of doing so. This is purely commercial proposal by an
investor/developer/builder who is building for profit. There is no value for, being returned to
or kept in the local area. The builder has no interest in the impact on the current owners of
No8 (who only moved into house in 2020) or the adjacent neighbours who have been in
their homes in this location for many years and all who have objected to all of the previous 4
applications all of which have been refused. Nothing has changed over the period to change
the reasons why this has been refused before. Relaxing the garden guidelines would have a
detrimental effect on the adjacent house owners and introduce potential future issues with
Houses and gardens being between old and new being in conflict. At that point the applicant
will have disappeared with his profits from the sale of the land (which will become more
valuable with the benefit of a planning approval).
It is incorrect for the applicant/appeal to state “the proposal adheres to all the
requirements for area of rear garden and proportion” as this references the use of all the
garden ground around the plot whilst the rear garden depth is clearly deficient.

●

●

●

●

The garden depth is a major policy deviation as this proposal cannot accommodate what is
required by NLC planning guidelines. The plot is insufficient for a house and the appeal
should be rejected.
In reference to Appendix C (the new flats at the corner of Park Road and Lindseybeg Road
which is not for a Private Developer or for sale on the open market) this was the site of the
former Chiterns Nursing Home and as such the reason for development, the form, scale and
size of development was established many years ago. These are positioned at the end of
Park Road but accessed from Lindseybeg Road , and are situated at the end of older
traditional house types but are designed to blend in to the existing properties in both scale
and design, they are not being built in the middle of traditional houses. Therefore using this
as an example of and a reason for different styles of buildings gaining planning permission
should not be admissible. In addition the garden comparison is not “like for like” as the
application in question is for a private single residential property with enclosed private
garden versus the quoted site which has no private gardens as it is a flatted development
with common open space. There is no comparison and these areas are definitely not
relatable. Surely if Open Space standards for the “Chilterns” site is reduced this will have
been on the basis of the adjacent Moor Park which has substantial open space. Again
comparison to private enclosed gardens such as the land at rear of 8 Bowling Green Road is
not possible. In addition there are no overlooking or adjacent property conflicts with
adjacent properties at the Appendix C site.
We wholly disagree with the statement made in 5.2 of the appeal document that the house
to plot ratio is 25%. This has been calculated to be closer to 35% which is significantly higher
than on most current new build developments which average circa 20%. The plot referred
to in Appendix E has a house to plot ratio of less than 20% whilst those adjacent to the land
at rear of 8 Bowling Green Road at Nos 2,4&6 again have ratios of less than 20% whilst No10
ratio is less than 10%. This clearly identifies the ground in question here is wholly
unsatisfactory for building a house on.
“…the wider context of this area is diverse with many types of buildings” – may appear
obvious however this proposal demonstrating a house being squeezed into a plot that
should be garden ground , it is orientated completely out of sync with the immediate
properties and surroundings. What is happening at the long established Bowling Club and
the Nursey (former school ground) have no bearing nor does the shop units referenced on
the main Cumbernauld Road. The concerns are for immediate neighbours and the garden
grounds they have and the impact of what could happen if this was approved. The
application should only take into consideration the immediate surroundings which are all
older and traditional style properties. Whilst there is a nursey, bowling club and retail units
nearby these are not in the immediate vicinity where the proposed dwelling is. The
proposed dwelling is in an immediate area of older sandstone and traditional style houses
and therefore would not be in character with the existing houses. This point was also
confirmed in both the planning rejection and in email correspondence with Aisling Divin
(Planning Assistant, see Appendix). The continued reference to “the block of flats” is
misleading and erroneous like much of the appeal document , given that the flatted site is
the grounds of the former Chilterns Nursing home which established the form and function
of what has now been built . The only background to the land to the rear of 8 Bowling Green
Road is that it has been refused Planning 4 times previously and the ground was always
garden ground and should be returned to that.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

It should be noted the current owners of 8 Bowling Green Road have approached the owner
to purchase the ground for garden purposes only and return the ground to its original
intended use. The owner rejected this proposal.
In relation to the comment on the size of our own garden at number 8 Bowling Green Road,
our garden is L-shaped and wraps around the house with a separate driveway and additional
front garden width of 17.5m at its widest which meets local regulation requirements. We
would dispute this comment as both inaccurate and not a relevant argument in comparison
to the particularly small garden for the proposed new dwelling. Also, as stated in email
correspondence to the applicant by Aisling Divin (Planning Assistant, see Appendix), she
states the garden size for the plot is too small failing to meet local regulations and therefore
would create an “unacceptable living environment” for the residents of the new proposed
dwelling.
In reference to the point that the local council should be encouraging the development of
Brownfields sites this is not a Brownfield site . It has never been built on and has no other
history other than being a garden for No8 which at some point in the past a previous owner
of the entire No8 ground sold part of for a reason which is unknown however it had no
planning prospects or position and it should remain that way.
The comment about the extension approved for No10 Bowling Green Road can hardly and
credibly be described as a typical Mansard roof. The plans show clearly the intention and
slope which is more in keeping with a traditional roof slope. The applicants submission
actually has a change of roof pitch in one part which is actually similar to the No10
permission . It could be argued that the Planning Consent for this application is not valid
given the time elapsed since approval. The relevance of this comment about this plot is yet
another erroneous point which holds no value or support in the applicants appeal.
Point 2.6 of the ‘Supporting Planning, Design and Access Statement’: “The surrounding
buildings are of a typical local vernacular to this area.” Although stated here in the
supporting documents for the planning application, this aspect of the house design has not
been taken into consideration in the design of the new proposed dwelling which is not in
keeping with the “typical local vernacular to this area.”
Point 4.1 of the ‘Supporting Planning, Design and Access Statement’: “The site of the cottage
is currently unused land and has been for over 20 years.” The length of time the land has
been unused has no bearing on whether the planning application should be successful and is
testament to cementing the issue that this land is not suitable for building on, hence the 4
planning application refusals over the past 20 years, including the most recent in November
this year.
Point 11.1 of the ‘Supporting Planning, Design and Access Statement’: “The proposed
development makes appropriate use of a vacant plot…” We would argue that given the
reasons for previous planning application rejections this is therefore not an appropriate use
of this vacant plot which should remain as a Brownfield site which is most appropriate for
the site.
As mentioned in the neighbour objections and correspondence with Aisling Divin (Planning
Assistant, see Appendix), the new proposed dwelling would have a detrimental and adverse
impact on the existing levels of amenity for the current properties in Bowling Green Road
and specifically relative to increased and dangerous traffic levels both during and after the
building works.
Scottish Water - no matter the appeal comments there will be major upheaval to reroute
sewers current within the application site which will affect the adjacent house owners

●

●

●

significantly more than it will the applicant (hence the easy comment about it being a
condition of planning which bears no relation to the works involved).
The design and orientation of the house proposed is not in the style and character of
adjacent plots which is surely important rather than the applicants continual referrals to No
128 Cumbernauld Road which bears no relevance to the land at rear of No8 Bowling Green
Road and Park Road which have a distinct and historical character which does not exist in
the aforementioned plot . Again continued reference to No128 Cumbernauld Road is
erroneous and misleading.
If this appeal as successful a dangerous and wholly unsatisfactory precedent would be set
for a well-known and visible area of the village. Bowling Green Road and Park Road set a
standard of design that would be destroyed should “garden ground” development be
approved . All these properties have large gardens and it is likely that NLC would see many
further applications for such development of gardens which would be the precedent setting
referred to previously.
This land at the rear of No8 is not a Brownfield development - it is a piece of domestic
garden ground bought some time ago by a speculative investor, developer/builder for
business profit. It adds no value to the local area, and the only person benefitting is the
speculative owner and their bottom line/profit.

Therefore, due to the points mentioned above and the items in our original objection letter (which I
have attached for reference), this application and appeal demonstrates nothing substantive or new,
we maintain the position of objecting the planning application for land at rear of 8 Bowling Green
Road (former garden ground subdivided by previous owners) and should be rejected as it has been 4
times previously.
Kind regards,
Lee & Francesca Brown.

Further Representation
Patricia Wyper

With reference to the above Appeal, I wish to confirm my previous objections and would like to add
as follows,
The Proposed Dwelling in my opinion does not integrate successfully into the local area. Bowling
Green Road, no,s 2 - 10 were built built more than 100 years ago. With no,s 2 - 8 being part if the
local Village History over looking the Bowling Green. They are 4 large Semi-detatched gardens with
Large Back gardens, creating 4 Unique Properties positioned to top right of Road. With the division
of no. 8 and most of the Back Garden being the Application Site, this is not in keeping with the
individual character of these Houses.
In my opinion the Plot spoils the Original Unique Character of the current Dwellings and has an
adverse effect on them.
I do believe if Planning Permission was granted it would Sent an undesirable Precedent in the local
area for similar properties of Character only for financial gain.
The Applicant refers to 21 Flats, which are 200 metres away, as our Property is set further back
these are not visible from our Property.
I believe this point is irrelevant.
Also these Flats are much needed Social Housing and NOT a private dwelling by an individual who
will be the only one to benefit from Proposed Dwelling. There is more than enough Private Housing
Developments on the outskirts of the Village to accommodate anyone wishing to live here and be
within walking distance to use the local amenities. These Private Developers have also contributed
monetary to the upgrading of the Local Play Park.
As stated in Appeal the separation of no. 8 was created more than 20 years ago, this was by 1st
Builder's who purchased it. They did put on current Conservatory to add to the living space of no. 8
before the splitting of the Rear Garden creating the current Plot, the 1st Builder's also applied twice
for Planning Permission and were refused each time.
To my believe no money was ever paid by current owner of Plot for the Land but it was acquired as
the 1st Builder's owed him money. So the Plot was not created by the current owners of no.
8. Previous plus current owners of no. 8 have tried to purchase the Plot with the intention of
returning it back to their Back Garden. There has has been 3 unsuccessful Planning Applications
for Proposed Dwelling so the current owners of no. 8 believed there would be no more Applications
and they could buy back the Back Garden but this was refused when they asked current
owner. They did not expect for another Proposed Dwelling Application to be made.
This has been an option for the current owner of Plot which he has declined anytime he has been
approached. Maybe he will want to reconsider this.
So to say it will not now revert to a Back Garden is only because current Plot owner does not want
that. It is not because several owners have not wanted to purchase Plot and return it to the original
Back Garden.

Recently the Boundary Wall from Plot to no. 8 has been changed. When the 1st Builder's sold no. 8
and separated Back Garden the Access to Plot and no. 8 was recessed to allow gates to open and
vehicles not to come out directly onto carriageway. Recently this has changed with the Boundary
being straightened between walls of Plot and no. 8. Photo 6 Appeal shows this.
I did mention this to Planning and I am of the believe that if over 20 years it has been sold with the
Access recessed it should currently still be recessed. No 8 has been sold 5 times since 1st Builder's.
On the point of Parking, there has been no assessment from the Traffic Department, which when I
asked Planning about they were still awaiting report from Traffic Department. To my knowledge this
I believe has not yet been carried out.
So 2 off street Car Parking Spaces may not be what is assumed by applicant as sufficient.
Also if this has not been assessed, that is the reason there is no Road Safety issues made apparent.
But having any Vehicle entrance to Plot would create Road Safety issues with any associated
Deliveries blocking our narrow and Legal Access to enable them to deliver anything to Proposed
Dwelling.
Also there is Photos in Appeal, i.e no. 5, 20 & 24 clearly showing our Back Gardens. To have taken
these Photos, said person would have to be on our Property without any permission from myself or
my neighbours and took these without our consent. It is our private land and anyone does not have
the right to be on it let alone take any photos of our Property

PLANNING APPLICATION FOR 8A BOWLING GREEN ROAD G69 9DT
(REFUSED)
I am writing regarding the appeal made to the above application site.
Upon reflection of the appeal documentation being presented I would like to make the
following points of interest be noted from the neighbouring property.
North Lanarkshire council stipulate that they want to promote appropriate development
(the modifies local development plan). This plan was to protect and safeguard stone built
and established dwellings. A modern detached bungalow would be detrimental to the
overall appearance of the surrounding area of stone built traditional housing. This was
clarified as reasoned justification for the refusal of the application which cannot be
modified. The proportion of the plot is small for a domestic property and was originally part
of the divided garden of 8 Bowling Green Road. Frequent requests have been made to
purchase this land with the intention of it reverting back to its original use as green garden
space therefore reducing the harmful effect of construction on the environment.
Road traffic uses are a cause for concern as there is a single-track road which is frequently
used for access to the rear of properties of number 6,4 & 2. This could result in a “blind
spot” being created when exiting from this back lane as it could coincide with any vehicle
entering or exiting the proposed driveway. This uneven single-track road is unsuitable for
construction traffic and create a dangerous traffic flow.
Japanese knotweed growth detected in the area of the brownfield site.

As stipulated on previous correspondence, there would be a significant adverse impact of
overlooking and overshadowing our property due to the scale and proportion of the
intended dwelling.
Council planning stipulate clearly in black and white that there should be a rear depth of
10m. Asking for this rule to be overlooked could create a pattern of future discrepancies to
be allowed which would have an adverse effect on the confidence the public have in the
local authority. Rules in the system are created to be adhered to.
This planned development has been rejected four times for recurring problems of
constructing a property in this area.

Local Review Body - Planning Application 21/01458/FUL
Response from Applicant to the Additional Representations

In response to the appeal objection letter submitted by Lee and Francesca Brown of 8 Bowling Green
Road :
Policy HCF1A: states the following “ There is a presumption against developments detrimental to
residential amenity in primarily residential areas. Developments of an ancillary nature may be
acceptable ( e.g. gust houses, children's nurseries or retail for local needs) subject to impact on
residential amenity and provision for servicing and parking”
Our proposal for a dwelling is wholly residential in application and will not detract from the primary
residential area.
The comment in relation to rear garden depth:
The irrational statement that there would be a flood of similar applications should this be approved is
not a rationale argument, as pointed out within the appeal statement, we highlighted the back garden
development approved at 128 Cumbernauld Road in 2019 , which has seen the “flood’ of applications
for this type of development evaporate.
Again, in relation to the guidelines referencing the rear garden depth of 10m. The guidelines state the
following “ These standards may be used as a reference point when considering development of
individual plots or infill developments in existing town centres” of which this plot is, and therefor a
degree of flexibility should be used in ascertaining the requirements for individual plots rather than a
rigid compliance as has been carried out.
Garden depth :
The complainant mentions there is a reason for 10m depth, neighbour noise disputes. In this
application two boundaries are directly on to the communal lane ( no neighbours) with the other
boundary on to No.6 where the 4 m shortfall in depth is occupied by a turning area and garage for
their cars. It should also be noted that No. 8, who are objecting to the depth of a rear garden which
does not abut their boundary is objecting to this requirement, yet purchased this property with a rear
garden of only 3.5m which would seem to be adequate for them but not a new development with a
rear garden of 6.5m.
Applicant:
It should be noted that the applicant is not a property developer and at present resides in Chryston. If
the development does gain approval the intention at present is that a member of the applicants family
will occupy the dwelling and is therefor not a commercial proposal for profit as stated. We reemphasis again that should approval be granted this will not mean the relaxing of the guidelines but
interpreting them for this individual site.
New Flats:
The purpose of highlighting these flats was to emphasise the incongruous relationship from a
domestic traditional 1.5 storey dwelling to a large 3 storey complex facing on to a traditional
communal green which does not respect the fundamentals of urban design and is counter to
comments regarding traditional buildings.
In respect of the garden space to this flatted development, if the requirement is to stick rigidly to the
open space guidelines this development should have a larger communal garden, so the reason for
emphasising this development was to indicate that a degree of flexibility is required when interpreting
these requirements, as for reducing the requirement because of the adjacent Moor Park, would that
also apply to this development to the rear of No. 8 ?

House to plot ratio:
The plot size within the red boundary lines is 241 sq.m, and 286 which is the legal plot( which
includes the communal lane)
Taking the 241 sq.m plot with a building outline of 69 sq.m , this will give a garden area of 71.4%
which is more generous than the 60% requirement as stated within the open space guidelines.

Wider context:
The “ wider context” is taken from the refusal document and should be taken as such.

Owner approach:
According to the applicant, he was approached by the neighbours to purchase the land, but not to
reinstate the garden but to form a car park.
Brownfield Site:
Definition of a brownfield site is “Brownfield land is an area of land or premises that has been
previously used, but has subsequently become vacant, derelict or contaminated “
No 10:
The proposed roof is a mansard roof.
The remaining points have been covered extensively elsewhere.
The other 2 objectors, no address supplied, are making similar points which have been answered
above and in previous correspondence, apart from the comment regarding Japanese knotweed of
which there is none on this site.

